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About the Author : Beside his strong background of respective education, practical 
experiences, academic contribution and independent practices, Holger Svensson has 
converted his professional expertise into integrated form of so many innovation in cable stayed 
bridge engineering.  His Dipl.-Ing.-title from Stuttgart University and his practical experiences 
with the Leonhardt, Andra and Partners of an international consulting engineers of well 
recognition in supervision work of many projects mainly on cable stayed bridges in North 
America, Europe, and Asia, had brought him to associate with various standards and code of 
practices such as the AASHTO, ACI-Std., Euro Code, DIN and BS-Code.  After his long term 
professional services in consulting firm for more than 40 years, he had done his academic 
contribution by serving as the professor in Cable Stayed Bridge at Dresden University. His 
practical experiences have also been transferred to academic views of the real practices. In 
addition Prof. Holger Stevensson is still active as independent practice for many interesting 
projects of which his experience shall be updated to the modern information technology and the 
globalization. 

Introduction and the development : The first two chapters deal with introduction and 
development of cable stayed bridges. The author has gone so deep on the fundamental of 
structural mechanics of cable stayed bridges, then the historic precursor has also been 
introduced at very good order and sequence of development with trial and error approach. The 
aesthetic guideline and the system development have been presented as which young 
engineers or even bridge engineers shall be taken into consideration for schematic design or 
preliminary design. It is a very good approach to take both design fundamental and aesthetic 
guidelines into consideration of system development to obtain the structural performance and 
aesthetic outcome in compatable with structural outlooks and the environmental friendly design. 
On the other hand, some special systems associated with the functioning performance have 
been led to the most appropriate approach for construction techniques, structural performance 



and the operation and maintenance scheme. This book has compared among, steel, concrete 
and composite structural components to the most uniqueness of structural performance and the 
cost effectiveness. 

Stayed Cables : Recent development of stayed cables in chapter 3 have introduced to locked 
coil ropes of early development in Europe and then followed by parallel bars, wires, or strands 
of later development in some other parts of the globe. Among these recent developments, the 
materials properties, and some special feathers corresponding to the hardware and the 
anchorages have been concluded with association to the installation techniques and the 
erection process. Testing methods of materials, cable elements, and cable systems have been 
summarized for further recommendation of the real practices in the specifications. 

One of the most outstanding features regarding dynamic characteristics and fatigues problems 
have been taken into considerations in design, installation and outcome performance. The 
installation technique and procedure for each system of stayed cables have also been 
summarized along with sequential quality control for corresponding structural behavior and the 
performance under the operation and maintenance periods. It should be emphasized that this 
book has introduced and concluded the real interaction procedure among the design 
calculation, construction execution, and outcome behavior of many bridges. 

Preliminary Design : In the design process as shown in chapter 4, only the preliminary design 
as which the text has concentrated on the action forces of equivalent system and thus of actual 
system corresponding to codes of practices of respective projects. One is bridge dynamics - 
especially of wind effects, vortex-induced vibrations, self excitation and other motion-induced 
effects and damping measures. Wind tunnel tests of which many institutions have conducted in 
Germany, Europe and Worldwide are still an important tool in the design. It is also quite 
interesting that bridge dynamic and protection against ship collision have taken into special 
care in the design calculation. It should be emphasized that the structural behavior and the 
performance would have conformed and satisfied to the initial concepts and the original 
concerns. 

Construction : The text in chapter 5 has prescribed the views on contract documents as which 
concerned along the building process of planning phase, executions phase and operation and 



maintenance phase. In planning phase; prefabrication, erection and performance checking 
have been made. In construction phase, there are many activities dealing with preliminary 
design, contract documents and project information. The responsibility of the designer should 
have done through structural behavior and performance during construction phases. Structural 
performance after the erection should be confirmed to all actions and environmental effects with 
consequentially concerns. 

One of the important issues of this book is concerned with monitoring of structural behavior 
corresponding to the quality control with respect to long term behaviors as the consequences in 
operation and maintenance. It should be pointed out that the post auditing system on bridge 
construction with related to assessment process of the actual structural behavior on the basis of 
monitoring data and assessment information to be evaluated for further decision making and 
appropriate management. 

Example & Future Development : There are more than 140 examples for typical cable stayed 
bridges all over the world with inclusive details of general layout, bridge system, construction 
engineering and final completion. However, Mr. Svensson has categorized the cable stayed 
bridges into concrete bridges with cast in situ and precast ones, steel bridges, composite 
bridges, hybrid and series of cable stayed bridges. His emphasizes had made on special 
features of structural performances during the construction and consequence to the completion 
for service. Many key persons and firms who participated in each project have been listed as 
the authority, designer, consulting architect, contractors, aerodynamic consultants and 
construction engineering. 

Mr. Svensson has also given his views on the future development of cable stayed bridges of the 
span record of Sutong Bridge in China of 1288 m, of Russki Bridge in Russia of 1104 m and the 
longer ones under preparation of Great Belt Bridge of 1204 m, of Messina Crossing in Italy of 
1800 m. For thus future development, steel box girder of the main span with a streamlined 
cross-section, and possibly concrete for the side span girder, which might protrude about 120 
m. into the main span. The tower still be an A-shape above the deck and will consist of concrete 
if the foundation are in favorable conditions. The aerodynamic stability of two cable planes with 
adaptive dampers shall be provided for future record spans and the future development of 
cable stayed bridge still be very fascinating. 
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